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Wondershare FLV Converter is easy-to-use and powerful YouTube Video Converter, which
is designed to help you convert videos to Youtube FLV format and convert FLV video to
popular video formats such as mp4, wmv, avi with high speed and excellent quality.

This FLV Video Converter is capable of converting most standard videos files including AVI,
WMV, MOV, RM, RMVB, DAT, FLV, ASF, MPG and MPEG and so on. Besides, it fully
supports converting High Definition videos and AVCHD videos such as mts, m2ts, ts, tp, trp,
etc to Youtube FLV, mobile phone video 3GP and other common video/audio formats (ASF,
MOV, MKV, AVI, MP4 and MWV etc).

Wondershare FLV Converter is equipped with the powerful editing performances which
empower you to crop, trim, adjust video effect, add watermark and plug-in subtitle. In addition,
it offers you adjustable video/audio output parameters such as resolution, bit rate, frame rate,
etc. to help you get tailor-made video/audio for uploading to YouTube and transferring to your
mobile phones.

Key Features

Eexcellent conversion, Fast speed
Convert video to FLV and convert YouTube video to popular video with fast speed
 

Convert stand videos to FLV (YouTube video) and other popular videos

Support converting all most popular videos to Youtube FLV, MP4, MPG, AVI, WMV, MOV,
ASF, MKV, 3GP, 3G2 etc.

Convert High Definition videos without limitation

Highly support converting HD video and AVCHD video (including m2ts, mts, ts, tp, trp) to FLV,
3GP etc

Convert YouTube video to popular video

Convert YouTube video (FLV) to MP4, MPG, AVI, WMV, MOV, ASF, MKV, 3GP, 3G2

Extract audio to MP3, M4A and WMA

Easily and perfectly extract audio from videos to MP3, M4A and WMA
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High speed conversion

All the conversion will be finished within a few minutes with super fast speed and the program
will automatically shut down your PC after conversion.

Great editing tools to make tailor-made videos
To cut, crop, adjust your video, add a watermark and plug-in subtitle to create your ideal video

Trim video

You can get any desired video segment by trimming videos.

Crop video

You can resize the video by selecting various video aspect ratios including 16:9, 4:3 and full
screen etc.

Adjust video effect

Allow you to get special effect of video by adjusting brightness, contrast, Saturation etc

Merge video clips

You are allowed to merge imported multi-video files into one file.

Add watermark

Coin and color your video by adding and editing either image or text watermark in a
personalized way.

Add plug-in subtitle

Allow you to add and edit subtitle with .MKV as source file and plug-in subtitle in SRT format
to your video.

Preview and compare

Intuitive video previewing ensured by two real time preview windows allows you to compare
and get best video effects.

High level customization of output settings
Configure an output profile for every video or audio conversion you need

Customizable output video parameters

High level customization of output video settings enables you to adjust output video
parameters as Resolution, Bit Rate, Frame Rate, etc. to completely fulfill your different
requirements.

Adjustable output audio parameters

Flexible output audio parameters such as Sample Rate, Channel, Bit Rate, etc allow you to
get best audio effect.
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Easy operation and free technical support
Provide you easier, quicker and smarter conversion experience

Easy-to-use

Easy-to-use and user friendly interface enable you to handle it at ease whether you're a
veteran or just a fresh hand.

Free technical support

You can always get free technical support from our on-line 7X24 hours e-mail technical
support team.

Check for update automatically

The auto-check for update ensures you always own our latest version whenever a new
version is released.

System Requirement:

Supported OS     Windows NT4/2000/2003/XP/Vista and Windows 7
Processor     >750MHz Intel or AMD CPU
Free hard disk space     100 MB or more
RAM     256 MB or above
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